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	An ontology is a set of vocabulary terms with explicitly stated meanings and relations with other terms. Presently, a growing number of ontologies are being built and used for annotating data in biomedical research. Thanks to the tremendous amount of data being generated, ontologies are now being used in numerous ways, including connecting different databases, refining search capabilities, interpreting experimental/clinical data, and inferring knowledge. This cutting-edge resource introduces researchers to latest developments in bio-ontologies. The book provides the theoretical foundations and examples of ontologies, as well as applications of ontologies in biomedicine, from molecular levels to clinical levels. Readers also find details on technological infrastructure for bio-ontologies. This comprehensive, one-stop volume presents a wide range of practical bio-ontology information, offering professionals detailed guidance in the clustering of biological data, protein classification, gene and pathway prediction, and text mining.
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Problems & Solutions In Scientific Computing With C++ And Java SimulationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	Scientific computing is a collection of tools, techniques and theories required to develop and solve mathematical models in science and engineering on a computer. This timely book provides the various skills and techniques needed in scientific computing. The topics range in difficulty from elementary to advanced, and all the latest fields in...
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CEH: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 8 Study GuideSybex, 2014

	Prepare for the new Certified Ethical Hacker version 8 exam with this Sybex guide


	Security professionals remain in high demand. The Certified Ethical Hacker is a one-of-a-kind certification designed to give the candidate a look inside the mind of a hacker. This study guide provides a concise, easy-to-follow approach that...
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Concepts and Fuzzy LogicMIT Press, 2011

	The classical view of concepts in psychology was challenged in the 1970s when experimental evidence showed that concept categories are graded and thus cannot be represented adequately by classical sets. The possibility of using fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic for representing and dealing with concepts was recognized initially but then...
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Massively Parallel Evolutionary Computation on GPGPUs (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2013

	Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are metaheuristics that learn from natural collective behavior and are applied to solve optimization problems in domains such as scheduling, engineering, bioinformatics, and finance. Such applications demand acceptable solutions with high-speed execution using finite computational resources. Therefore, there have...
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Integrated Project ManagementPrentice Hall, 2002
For the last half-century, people in industry and education  have struggled to find better ways to plan and manage projects and to meet  project goals on time and within budget. There is no agreed-upon way of doing  this. Only a small percentage of projects achieve all their goals and one third  of projects never get...
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Mining Your Own Business in Health Care Using DB2 Intelligent Miner for DataIBM Press, 2001

	
		
			The data you collect about your patients is one of the greatest assets that any
		
			business has available. Buried within the data is all sorts of valuable information
		
			that could make a significant difference to the way you run your business and
		
			interact with your...
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